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BACKGROUND:
Human sewage causes significant pollution to our watercourses. SEPA’s Improving
Scotland’s Water Environment document 1 outlines the different sources of pollution
in the Scottish aquatic environments. It highlights sewerage as the primary pollutant
source for about 20-35% of all polluted inland watercourses and 90% for all polluted
estuaries and coastal waters.

Human sewage is discharged into the natural water systems, from the sewer network,
when the flows in the network surpass its capacity. Water Quality and Standards
20012 describes combined sewer systems, which interact regularly with the natural
water systems, as having been “designed not just to carry domestic sewage and
industrial wastewater, but also to drain rainwater from urban areas. During very
heavy rain the sewers are not able to contain the huge volume of extra water so they
are fitted with overflows (CSOs) which usually drain into the nearest watercourse or
body”.

Due to the complex interactions in combined systems, new developments strive to
avoid combined systems and adopt a fully separate system. Separate systems, which
can be found widely throughout the United States and Australia, attempt to eliminate
the interaction between the foul and the storm waters by building a separate network
to drain the foul and the surface waters. Excess surface waters generated by the
increase of impervious surface are being dealt with using Sustainable Urban Drainage
or SUDs. This concept enhances or even creates new natural watercourses to
attenuate the impact of storm waters.
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In Britain, most new developed housing schemes would construct a separate system
for the scheme, then connect the foul flows only into the existing combined network.
This type of system is defined as a partially separate system.

Typically, dual manholes are not recognised as a potential interaction point between
sewer networks and natural watercourses unlike the four sources identified below3 :

•

A Combined Sewer Overflow structure

•

An emergency overflow at pumping stations / detention tanks

•

The overflow from the storm tanks at wastewater treatment works (WwTW)

•

The overflow from the emergency spill weir at a WwTW

This paper will strive to stimulate discussion and thought of associated issues
involving dual manholes. These assets were constructed in the 50’s and 60’s, when
the need for new development was high, but the purse strings were tight. Dual
manholes adopt the separate sewer system type in an attempt to keep the costs to a
minimum. Their construction consisted of two sewer pipes (one for the foul, the other
for the storm water). The cost saving was incorporated by using a single chamber to
provide access to both lines. At the time of construction, both the foul and the surface
schemes were adequately sized for the developments which they served. If
interaction did occur, i.e. due to blockages of the foul sewer, there was less concern
for sewage pollution incidents than there is today.

This paper will illustrate the main types of dual manholes and the problems associated
with these structures.
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Common Designs:

Three typical construction types for dual manholes are illustrated in cross section in
Diagram 1:

Diagram 1

BUNG

WEIR

ORIFICE

The ‘bung’ dual manhole contains a removable cover sealing off the foul network.
The cover can range from a simple concrete slab to a well designed mechanical plate
that would allow maintenance access. However, due to the difficulties associated
with the fitting and maintaining of ‘bungs’, interaction between the two systems can
be common, particularly during heavy rainfall conditions. The foul system can be in a
surcharge state, due to reasons downstream i.e. under capacity or a choke, and spill
into the surface line. However, should the bung be properly fitted and maintained,
there should be little interaction between the surface system and the foul network.

The weir dual manhole typically has a weir separating the surface and the foul sewers
constructed of brick, concrete or simply benching. In order to relieve storm flows, the
surface line can surcharge into the foul network. If the foul line was surcharged, then
it may cause environmental derogation to the receiving watercourse.
The orifice dual manhole is similar to the weir dual manhole, but the surface line has
a valve that would not allow the foul system to discharge into the storm water system.
The valve is fitted on a chain that would permit surface water to spill into the foul
under storm conditions. It is thought that these would have been fitted at a later date
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as all dual manholes were designed to have no interaction between the two systems.
Should the surface water spill into the foul network, then the valve would have to be
refitted manually.

Despite the original intention that these two systems should rarely interact, there will
always be a potential for this interaction when there is a downstream obstruction.
Therefore all dual manholes can act as an emergency overflow.

PROBLEMS:
This paper will address the hydraulic, water quality / aesthetic and other issues
associated with dual manholes. The hydraulic concerns will focus on the problems
associated with storm water entering partially combined systems. The water quality
concerns, on the other hand, will evaluate how environmental legislation will cause
the water companies to implement solutions to these problems.

Hydraulic Problems:
The separate systems which these dual manholes were originally serving, were
designed to cope with the flows generated by their respective catchments. However,
today, due to the increased levels of impervious areas within the catchments, the
associated storm runoff is considerably higher. Often, the original combined systems
were designed to cope with a core population zone, i.e. the traditional village. Now
these systems are expected to convey flows from outlining newer developments
outside the original core zone as well as an increased demand from the traditional
zone caused by local extensions such as conservatories. Construction contractors
frequently connect these roof drains to the foul network. As the original separate foul
network was not designed to cope with any storm flows, any minor additional flow
can easily cause surcharging in the foul network. Therefore, it is likely that the dual
manhole will suffer from hydraulic problems. The hydraulic problems can be caused
locally, as outlined above, or can be caused due to backup of the existing combined
network.
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Aesthetic / Water Quality Problems:
These problems are a result of hydraulic deficiencies, when the foul network
discharges into the surface water system. This could happen because of a variety of
instances as outlined above and cause an interaction between the two systems. When
the foul system interacts with the storm, ragging from the foul network can be
released into the natural environment, causing unsightly litter adjacent to the
discharge location.

There are several engineering tools that can be utilised to ensure that these assets do
not cause water quality or aesthetic problems. The associated aesthetic problems can
be addressed by installing screen on the outfalls. The amount of screening that is
required is determined by the classification of the receiving water. At a minimum
these assets should pass forward a minimum flow (Formula A) and have some amount
of storage to cope with the ‘first flush’ which can be calculated using the SDD
approach. Compliance with water quality legislation can be demonstrated by
implementing a UPM study. These types of studies can range from a simple
QUALSOC study to a full river EcoSystem study. Should these tools be applied to
dual manholes then ultimately these assets should not cause any significant water
quality or aesthetic problems.

Essentially, these discharges should be treated as intermittent discharges and be
subject to the same environmental drivers as outlined below:
•

Bathing Water Directive

•

Shellfish Directive

•

Recreational and Shore Line Water Directive

•

Fisheries Directive

•

Water Framework Directive

•

Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive

Other Issues
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Some databases have difficulty illustrating these assets. The original sewer record
drawings can be helpful in identifying the dual manholes. These drawings will
illustrate the storm and the foul lines entering the same node. This illustration can be
difficult to represent and model in hydraulic models. Often, it is required that a
‘dummy’ node be utilised when representing dual manholes in hydraulic model.

ANALYSING USING HYDRAULIC MODELS:
Modellers should be aware of the potential problems with dual manholes. When
preparing surveys, there are several issues to be aware of, to avoid any unnecessary
delays. The final hydraulic model should include all dual manholes in the model.
This paper will review some suggestions on how to identify their existence and how
to capture this data.

The three surveys that will be affected are the Impervious Area Survey (IAS), Flow
and Manhole Surveys. The IAS should pay particular attention to roof areas to
evaluate if they are connected to the foul or the surface line. Furthermore, it is
important to ensure that no natural watercourses run into the surface line. If this is
found to be the case, then the water company may consider incorporating a river
model into the hydraulic model to evaluate the interaction between the foul and storm
lines.

When modelling CSOs, the incoming and outgoing flows are captured with flow
monitors. As dual manholes may spill to sewers that will eventually drain to natural
watercourses, then the same principle should apply. Furthermore, as it is important to
understand the flow in the surface water system, the modeller should consider
monitoring this line as well.

It is important to evaluate if there are dual manholes in the catchment. It is
recommended that a sample of all likely dual manholes be surveyed. If there are any
dual manholes found in that sample, then every potential dual manhole should be
surveyed.
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The asset survey should provide detailed information on the dual manholes as well as
confirming their existence in the network. The same standard that applies to CSOs,
i.e. providing drawings of each structure, could likewise apply to dual manholes.
However, these details may be more difficult to capture for dual manholes, as data
such as weir lengths and crest levels can be constructed as benching, not constructed
to a set standard. When this occurs, it is helpful to have accurate photographs
illustrating the weir so that the modeller will be able to visualise the problem. They
will then be able to use their engineering judgement to model these as assets and
assign appropriate discharge co-efficient.

When modelling these structures, it is advised that the weir and orifice types are fairly
straightforward to model using standard modelling tools (ie InfoWorks,
HydroWorks). However the bung dual manhole is considerably more challenging as
this structure can change over time due to poor maintenance. The variability
associated with this dual manhole means that every one should be modelled
individually and that a standard approach is not possible.
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SOLUTIONS:
There are two strategic approaches that could be used to implement solutions for dual
manholes. The first uses a global approach that no dual manholes are permitted
within the catchment. The other uses hydraulic models to identify key points in the
network to undertake remedial work.

Southern Water has adopted a policy of removing dual manholes from some
catchments by de-dualing their dual manholes. Their de-dualing process is best
explained via diagram 2.

Diagram 2 illustrates two lines, a foul and a surface line with the boxes representing
dual manhole chambers. Southern Water’s procedure involved identifying the surface
line, and sealing off every other manhole hole. The same procedure was followed
with the foul line, with the opposite manholes sealing off the foul line. At times this
process could not be implemented and it was required to create a new manhole
chamber.

It can be appreciated that this is a costly approach, and although the environmental
regulator may see this as the ideal, it may not offer the best value for money in all
instances. By undertaking modelling of the dual manholes, then a cost benefit
analysis can be carried out to quantify the need for de-dualing.
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An alternative approach would be to utilise hydraulic models to identify the hydraulic
performance of each network. If the surface line is found to have spare capacity, then
it may be an option to reduce the impervious area entering the foul line. This would
reduce the likelihood that the foul would spill into the surface.
Models can also identify key dual manholes which require additional work. It may be
possible to fit non return valves into key surface water lines of dual manholes. These
valves would allow relief for surface water line while not comprising the water
quality of the surface line.

Whichever approach is adopted, any changes to the system could impact on
downstream CSOs. The complex interaction within the combined sewer network
must be considered to ensure that environmental regulations are not compromised.
Furthermore, the screening of the outfalls of the dual manholes should be considered.
It is important to evaluate if 6mm screen would be sufficient or if power cleaning
would be required.

CONCLUSIONS:
Human sewage is one of the main sources of pollution to our natural watercourses.
The conveying of wastewater has evolved over time; originally conveying both foul
and storm water in the same system (the combined system) then trying to separate the
storm water from the foul system. These separate systems have also evolved. The
systems were occasionally built using dual manholes in an attempt to reduce costs.
Then there was an attempt to construct completely separate systems. The current
thinking is to try to develop a more environmentally effective method incorporating
the natural environment as much as possible (i.e. SUDs).

This paper focused on the problems associated with the dual manholes. This included
the associated hydraulic and aesthetic problems. The hydraulic concerns can be
caused by the increased demand on the existing combined systems, as new
developments are constructed adjacent to existing networks as well as increase new
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developments within existing networks. Due to problems, environmental and
aesthetic concerns, it can be argued that these manholes should be treated as any other
intermitted discharger and be subjected to all regulations associated with
environmental regulations.

Therefore, increased care should be taken when surveying catchments that contain
these assets. The asset survey specification should contain specific regulations for the
presentation of the survey findings for dual manholes. The IAS survey report should
pay particular attention to verify if the surface water system only serves the road
drainage. Finally, the flow survey should capture the flow adjacent to the assets to
quantify the extent of interaction between the two systems.

If the model has predicted significant interaction between the two lines, then a dedualing programme may be planned as undertaken by Southern Water.
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